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1964

First Things First was written in 1963 and first presented 
at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in December 
1963. In 1964 it was published in the Guardian 
newspaper by Ken Garland along with 20 other 
designers, photographers and students. This led to a 
TV appearance by Garland on a BBC news program 
and its subsequent publication in a variety of journals, 
magazines and newspapers. 

The manifesto was a reaction to the ideas and position 
that Garland – and design itself – found himself in in 
wealthy 1960s Britain. It lashed out against the fast-
paced and often trivial productions of mainstream 
advertising, calling them trivial and time-consuming. It 
argued that for ideas to grow and find a popular vein 
they need to reach a wider audience. It called for a 
return to a humanist aspect of designand a focus efforts 
of design on education and public service tasks that 
promoted the betterment of society.

1 FIRST THINGS 
FIRST
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2000

The Manifesto was revisited and republished by a group 
of new authors in the year 2000 and labeled as the First 
Things First Manifesto 2000. This kept the integrity of 
the original, but had an updated text responding to new 
pressures on society and a more urgent language.Ir was 
published in its entirety, with 33 signatories’ names, 
in Adbusters, Emigre and the AIGA Journal in North 
America, in Eye and Blueprint in Britain, in Items in the 
Netherlands, and Form in Germany. 

The aim is to stimulate discussion in all areas of visual 
communication – in education, in practice, in the 
organisations that represent design’s aspirations and 
aims – as well as outside design. 

2014 

The manifesto has grown into a movement and 
continues to be popular with new updates emerging, 
most recently to mark its 50th anniversary in 2014 by 
Cole Peters, in response to concerns about the growth 
of the web, data privacy, and their effects on society.

We, the undersigned, are graphic designers, art directors and visual 
communicators who have been raised in a world in which the techniques and 
apparatus of advertising have persistently been presented to us as the most 
lucrative, effective and desirable use of our talents. Many design teachers 
and mentors promote this belief; the market rewards it; a tide of books and 
publications reinforces it.

Encouraged in this direction, designers then apply their skill and imagination 
to sell dog biscuits, designer coffee, diamonds, detergents, hair gel, cigarettes, 
credit cards, sneakers, butt toners, light beer and heavy-duty recreational 
vehicles. Commercial work has always paid the bills, but many graphic 
designers have now let it become, in large measure, what graphic designers 
do. This, in turn, is how the world perceives design. The profession’s time and 
energy is used up manufacturing demand for things that are inessential at best.

Many of us have grown increasingly uncomfortable with this view of design. 
Designers who devote their efforts primarily to advertising, marketing and 
brand development are supporting, and implicitly endorsing, a mental 
environment so saturated with commercial messages that it is changing the 
very way citizen-consumers speak, think, feel, respond and interact. To some 
extent we are all helping draft a reductive and immeasurably harmful code of 
public discourse. There are pursuits more worthy of our problem-solving skills.

Unprecedented environmental, social and cultural crises demand our attention. 
Many cultural interventions, social marketing campaigns, books, magazines, 
exhibitions, educational tools, television programmes, films, charitable causes 
and other information design projects urgently require our expertise and help.

We propose a reversal of priorities in favour of more useful, lasting and 
democratic forms of communication – a mindshift away from product marketing 
and toward the exploration and production of a new kind of meaning. The scope 
of debate is shrinking; it must expand. Consumerism is running uncontested; it 
must be challenged by other perspectives expressed, in part, through the visual 
languages and resources of design.

In 1964, 22 visual communicators signed the original call for our skills to be 
put to worthwhile use. With the explosive growth of global commercial culture, 
their message has only grown more urgent. Today, we renew their manifesto in 
expectation that no more decades will pass before it is taken to heart.

Signatories

Jonathan Barnbrook
Nick Bell
Andrew Blauvelt
Hans Bockting
Irma Boom
Sheila Levrant de Bretteville
Max Bruinsma
Siân Cook
Linda van Deursen
Chris Dixon
William Drenttel
Gert Dumbar
Simon Esterson
Vince Frost
Ken Garland
Milton Glaser
Jessica Helfand
Steven Heller
Andrew Howard
Tibor Kalman
Jeffery Keedy
Zuzana Licko
Ellen Lupton
Katherine McCoy
Armand Mevis
J. Abbott Miller
Rick Poynor
Lucienne Roberts
Erik Spiekermann
Jan van Toorn
Teal Triggs
Rudy VanderLans
Bob Wilkinson

NOTE Link 1.4 Latest Gadget does not have a 
Manifesto. Just a lot of links and news.
http://firstthingsfirst2014.org/
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2 DAVID SHRIGLEY

 
WEAK MESSAGES CREATE 

BAD SITUATIONS:  
A MANIFESTO, 2014
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In 2005 the director David Hillman Curtis started making 
a series of short
films recording artists, designers, illustrators, and 
architects talking about their ideas and
process. One of these films featured the poster designer 
James Victore. Hillman said: 1
I chose to film James because of his posters. I didn’t 
know him or much about him at
the time, but I had seen a few of his pieces and had 
fallen in love with them. I also liked
that he was doing work that was politically subversive at 
a time – the height of the
Bush Administration’s popularity – when it seemed as if 
a lot of creative people were
too discouraged to do so. James was very outspoken 
during the interview, using foul
language and cussing out politicians. I kept this stuff in 
the film and lost Adobe as a
sponsor because of it.

Victore’s position comes across loud and direct with his 
statement, 

‘Graphic Design is a club with big f***king spikes in, 
and I want to wield it.’ His interest in social and political 
agendas follows the same direction as Garland’s in 
orientating his work for more ‘useful’ objectives.

3 JAMES VICTORE
Dangerous Ideas
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Much of the academic and professional discourse within the 
design disciplines over the last century has been bereft of a critical 
reflection on the politics of design practice, and on the politics 
of the artifacts, systems and practices that designerly activity 
produces. Our premise is that— notwithstanding important and 
valued exceptions—design theory, practice, and pedagogy as a 
whole are not geared towards delivering the kinds of knowledge 
and understanding that are adequate to addressing longstanding 
systemic issues of power.

These issues are products of modernity and its ideologies, regimes, 
and institutions reiterating, producing and exerting continued 
colonial power upon the lives of oppressed, marginalised, and 
subaltern peoples in both the ‘developed’ and ‘developing’ world. 
This planet, shared and coinhabited by a plurality of peoples, each 
inhabiting different worlds, each orienting themselves within and 
towards their environments in different ways, and with different 
civilisational histories, is being undermined by a globalised system 
of power that threatens to flatten and eradicate ontological and 
epistemological difference, rewriting histories and advance visions 
of a future for a privileged few at the expense of their human and 
nonhuman others.

To date, mainstream design discourse has been dominated by a 
focus on Anglocentric/Eurocentric ways of seeing, knowing, and 
acting in the world, with little attention being paid to alternative 
and marginalised discourses from the non Anglo-European sphere, 
or the nature and consequences of design-as-politics today. This 
narrowness of horizons and deficiency in criticality is a reflection 
of the limitations of the institutions within which design is studied 
and practiced, as well as of the larger socio-political systems that 
design is institutionally integrated into.

We believe that a sharper lens needs to be brought to bear on 
non-Western ways of thinking and being, and on the way that class, 
gender, race, etc. issues are designed today. We understand the 
highlighting of these issues through practices and acts of design, 
and the (re)design of institutions, design practices and design 
studies (efforts that always occur under conditions of contested 
political interests) to be a pivotal challenge in the process of 
decolonisation. We also want to move beyond academic discourse 
to critique and think around the ideas and practices that circulate 
through the work of professional designers embedded in the 
various sectors of production that stimulate and sustain the 
modern/colonial world economy.

Our goal is ontological rather than additive change. It is not 
sufficient for design institutions to simply include a greater diversity 
of actors or perspectives. This only goes to serve a delaying and 
offsetting demands for radical systemic change. While we support 
and defend measures to include marginalized subjects and our/
their concerns in spaces from which we/they have been excluded 
or remain precarious, we also believe there is little point to 
diversifying institutions, practices, and processes that ultimately 
sustain colonial imperatives. Our aim is not to direct our efforts to 
prop up existing power structures, or to sustaining them through 
ameliorative measures. Rather, our aim should be nothing less than 
to seek the radical transfiguration of these structures through the 
critical eye of the programmatic imagination that dares to identify 
the possibilities and conditions that will give us alternatives to the 
now.

Our objective—as design scholars and practitioners—is to 
transform the very terms of presentday design studies and 
research. Designers can put to task their skills, techniques, and 
mentalities to designing futures aimed at advancing ecological, 
social, and technological conditions where multiple worlds 
and knowledges, involving both humans and nonhumans, can 
flourish in mutually enhancing ways. For us, decolonisation is not 
simply one more option or approach among others within design 
discourse. Rather, it is a fundamental imperative to which all design 
endeavors must be oriented.

It is with the aim of providing an outlet for voices from the fringes, 
the voices of the marginal and the suppressed in design discourse, 
that we have opened this platform. We welcome all of those 
who work silently and surely on the edges and outskirts of the 
discipline to join and contribute to conversations that question 
and critique the politics of design practice today, where we can 
discuss strategies and tactics through which to engage with more 
mainstream discourse, and where we can collectively experiment 
with alternatives and reformulations of contemporary practice.

We encourage and seek decentralised dialogues, in which different 
voices can coexist in their difference rather than in an assimilated 
narrative. In this platform we welcome:

• Contributions from designers working at the intersections of 
materiality and culture, postcoloniality, decoloniality, gender 
studies, race studies, and other areas of human thought and action 
which seek to analyse, question and challenge the relations of 
power in the world today;

• New curatorial practices of designerly knowledge, that seek 
to challenge and disrupt colonial understandings in the field 
and develop knowledge and understanding of how designs 
for decolonisation might be presented, discussed, published, 
disseminated, and so on;

• Reviews, interviews, debates, podcasts and other forms of 
discussion and debate beyond the confines of academic language. 
We also invite formats that are generally devalued within academic 
contexts such as visual essays, audio papers, performance works, 
etc.

• Possibilities for the dissemination of critical thinking in design 
well beyond the canons of the discipline (e.g. design studies and/as 
epistemic disobedience);

• Critical pieces written originally in languages other than English; 
as well as potential translations into languages other than English;

• Critical pieces written by researchers, practitioners, independent 
scholars, and students in the process of completing their degrees 
and/or who feel they are marginalised or poorly supported by 
academic institutions. In other words, we welcome incomplete 
ideas, workin- progress, and other forms of dealing with the 
questions above outlined, thus amplifying discourses outside the 
remit of institutes, which may or may not be projects enfolded in 
academic work.

Moreover, we seek to connect with already existing endeavors 
within and beyond the design field for a decolonisation of not 
only academia, but all professional practices and pedagogies, to 
connect and foster exchanges of knowledge that speak from, cross, 
and remain in the borderlands of design and coloniality. 

Through this platform, and in collaboration with like minded 
others, we hope that we can make a substantial commitment to 
contributing to the continued existence, vitality and diversity of 
human presence on this planet.

4       A MANIFESTO FOR DECOLONISING DESIGN
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 ALLOW EVENTS TO CHANGE YOU.
You have to be willing to grow. Growth is different from something that 
happens to you. You produce it. You live it. The prerequisites for growth: 
the openness to experience events and the willingness to be changed 
by them.
2. FORGET ABOUT GOOD.
Good is a known quantity. Good is what we all agree on. Growth is not 
necessarily good. Growth is an exploration of unlit recesses that may or
may not yield to our research. As long as you stick to good you’ll never 
have real growth.
3. PROCESS IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN OUTCOME.
When the outcome drives the process we will only ever go to where 
we’ve already been. If process drives outcome we may not know where 
we’re going, but we will know we want to be there.
4. LOVE YOUR EXPERIMENTS (AS YOU WOULD AN UGLY CHILD).
Joy is the engine of growth. Exploit the liberty in casting your work as 
beautiful experiments, iterations, attempts, trials, and errors. Take the 
long view and allow yourself the fun of failure every day.
5. GO DEEP.
The deeper you go the more likely you will discover something of value.
6. CAPTURE ACCIDENTS.
The wrong answer is the right answer in search of a different question. 
Collect wrong answers as part of the process. Ask different questions.
7. STUDY.
A studio is a place of study. Use the necessity of production as an 
excuse to study. Everyone will benefit.
8. DRIFT.
Allow yourself to wander aimlessly. Explore adjacencies. Lack judgment. 
Postpone criticism.
9. BEGIN ANYWHERE.
John Cage tells us that not knowing where to begin is a common form of 
paralysis. His advice: begin anywhere. 10. EVERYONE IS A LEADER.
Growth happens. Whenever it does, allow it to emerge. Learn to follow 
when it makes sense. Let anyone lead.
11. HARVEST IDEAS. EDIT APPLICATIONS.
Ideas need a dynamic, fluid, generous environment to sustain life. 
Applications, on the other hand, benefit from critical rigor. Produce a 
high ratio of ideas to applications.
12. KEEP MOVING.
The market and its operations have a tendency to reinforce success. 
Resist it. Allow failure and migration to be part of your practice.
13. SLOW DOWN.
Desynchronize from standard time frames and surprising opportunities 
may present themselves.
14. DON’T BE COOL.
Cool is conservative fear dressed in black. Free yourself from limits of 
this sort.

15. ASK STUPID QUESTIONS.
Growth is fuelled by desire and innocence. Assess the answer, not the 
question. Imagine learning throughout your life at the rate of an infant.
16. COLLABORATE.
The space between people working together is filled with conflict, 
friction, strife, exhilaration, delight, and vast creative potential.
17. ____________________.
Intentionally left blank. Allow space for the ideas you haven’t had yet, 
and for the ideas of others.
18. STAY UP LATE.
Strange things happen when you’ve gone too far, been up too long, 
worked too hard, and you’re separated from the rest of the world.
19. WORK THE METAPHOR.
Every object has the capacity to stand for something other than what is 
apparent. Work on what it stands for.
20. BE CAREFUL TO TAKE RISKS.
Time is genetic. Today is the child of yesterday and the parent of 
tomorrow. The work you produce today will create your future.
21. REPEAT YOURSELF.
If you like it, do it again. If you don’t like it, do it again.
22. MAKE YOUR OWN TOOLS.
Hybridize your tools in order to build unique things. Even simple 
tools that are your own can yield entirely new avenues of exploration. 
Remember, tools amplify our capacities, so even a small tool can make 
a big difference.
23. STAND ON SOMEONE’S SHOULDERS.
You can travel farther carried on the accomplishments of those who 
came before you. And the view is so much better.
24. AVOID SOFTWARE.
The problem with software is that everyone has it.
25. DON’T CLEAN YOUR DESK.
You might find something in the morning that you can’t see tonight.
26. DON’T ENTER AWARDS COMPETITIONS.
Just don’t. It’s not good for you.
27. READ ONLY LEFT-HAND PAGES.
Marshall McLuhan did this. By decreasing the amount of information, 
we leave room for what he called our ‘noodle’.
28. MAKE NEW WORDS.
Expand the lexicon. The new conditions demand a new way of thinking. 
The thinking demands new forms of expression. The expression 
generates new conditions.
29. THINK WITH YOUR MIND.
Forget technology. Creativity is not device–dependent.
30. ORGANIZATION = LIBERTY.
Real innovation in design, or any other field, happens in context. That 
context is usually some form of cooperatively managed enterprise. 
Frank Gehry, for instance, is only able to realize Bilbao because his 
studio can deliver it on budget. The myth of a split between ‘creatives’ 
and ‘suits’ is what Leonard Cohen calls a “charming artifact of the past.”
31. DON’T BORROW MONEY.
Once again, Frank Gehry’s advice. By maintaining financial control, 
we maintain creative control. It’s not exactly rocket science, but it’s 
surprising how hard it is to maintain this discipline, and how many have 
failed.

32. LISTEN CAREFULLY.
Every collaborator who enters our orbit brings with him or her a world 
more strange and complex than any we could ever hope to imagine. By
listening to the details and the subtlety of their needs, desires, or 
ambitions, we fold their world onto our own. Neither party will ever be 
the same.
33. TAKE FIELD TRIPS.
The bandwidth of the world is greater than that of your TV set, or the 
Internet, or even a totally immersive, interactive, dynamically rendered, 
object–oriented, real–time, computer graphic–simulated environment.
34. MAKE MISTAKES FASTER.
This isn’t my idea—I borrowed it. I think it belongs to Andy Grove.
35. IMITATE.
Don’t be shy about it. Try to get as close as you can. You’ll never get all 
the way, and the separation might be truly remarkable. We have only to
look to Richard Hamilton and his version of Marcel Duchamp’s large 
glass to see how rich, discredited, and underused imitation is as a 
technique.
36. SCAT.
When you forget the words, do what Ella did: make up something else_ 
but not words.
37. BREAK IT, STRETCH IT, BEND IT, CRUSH IT, FOLD IT.
38. EXPLORE THE OTHER EDGE.
Great liberty exists when we avoid trying to run with the technological 
pack. We can’t find the leading edge because it’s trampled underfoot. 
Try using old–tech equipment made obsolete by an economic cycle but 
still rich with potential.
39. COFFEE BREAKS, CAB RIDES, GREEN ROOMS.
Real growth often happens outside of where we intend it to, in the 
interstitial spaces—what Dr. Seuss calls “the waiting place.” Hans 
Ulrich Obrist once organized a science and art conference with all of 
the infrastructure of a conference—the parties, chats, lunches, airport 
arrivals—but with no actual conference. Apparently it was hugely 
successful and spawned many ongoing collaborations.
40. AVOID FIELDS, JUMP FENCES.
Disciplinary boundaries and regulatory regimes are attempts to control 
the wilding of creative life. They are often understandable efforts to 
order what are manifold, complex, evolutionary processes. Our job is to 
jump the fences and cross the fields.
41. LAUGH.
People visiting the studio often comment on how much we laugh. Since 
I’ve become aware of this, I use it as a barometer of how comfortably 
we are expressing ourselves.
42. REMEMBER.
Growth is only possible as a product of history. Without memory, 
innovation is merely novelty. History gives growth a direction. But a 
memory is never perfect. Every memory is a degraded or composite 
image of a previous moment or event. That’s what makes us aware of its 
quality as a past and not a present. It means that every memory is new, 
a partial construct different from its source, and, as such, a potential for 
growth itself.
43. POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
Play can only happen when people feel they have control over their 
lives. We can’t be free agents if we’re not free.

5 BRUCE MAU
The Incomplete Manifesto  
For Growth 
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6 THE ARTS  
EMERGENCY  
MANIFESTO
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Matter, Makers, Microbiomes: Compost for Gaia.
02 2014 
 
1. Language, information and the virtual space were distinctive features of 
the previous generation. Craft, matter and the fusion of the digital and the 
material are defining generation M, the first generation of the 21st century.

2. Generation M makes stuff. Not through mass production but by 
tweaking and expanding the capabilities of existing things and 
processes. The maker’s craft: tinkering, stretching, knitting, inventing, 
weaving, recombining.

3. Making starts from what is there. Intensive recycling. Immediate 
caring. Generation M lives in a terraformed earth: climate change, 
toxic environments, the 6th extinction, soil degradation, energy crises, 
increasing enclosures of the naturecultural commons. It encounters 
these harmful life thresholds with response-ability for the limits of 
productionism. Production does not characterise generation M’s mode 
of life—co-existence does. Responsible terraformation. We make as we 
co-exist in ecological spaces.

4. Generation M is all about collaborations that create the very material 
conditions we live in. But these are neither collaborations between 
individuals or minds, nor social cooperation. These are collaborations 
between diverse material forces of living matter and abiotic 
matter. Beyond the masculine and able-bodied logic of expansive 
productionism making is, literally, about creating and maintaining 
relations and exchanges in proximity (not necessarily spatial or 
temporal promixity).

5. It is about making life with other beings and material formations. 
The organisational principle of this mode of existence is neither the 
singular subject nor the network nor the pack but the communities 
of species and things. The microbiome is a manifestation of this 
principle: to be invaded and to let oneself be invaded by bacterial 
communities, to become a host and a recipient simultaneously—co-
exist, exchange, change—in order to form a sustainable life. From 
the sterile environments of network society, cognitive capitalism and 
the knowledge economy that characterised the previous generation 
to the wet, contagious involutions of interspecies and multi-material 
communities.

6. Making is uncomfortable with both the mass production of the Fordist 
era and the lean production of the post-Fordist period. We move from 
industrialism through immaterial labour to embodied manufacturing; 
from the factory through the social factory to communal production.

7. Generation M’s work is self-organised and community managed. 
Post-Fordism is characterised by the flexibilisation and precarisation 
of work. Precarity is institutionalized in the public and private sectors 
and presented as unavoidable for society and economy. Responses that 
oppose precarity (as trade unions occasionally do) or fantasize zero 
work (70s-80s social movements and their revivals) become irrelevant 
as work in the M age becomes inextricable from our very ontological 
make-up.

8. The digital and the material fuse. The digital alone is no longer the 
drive of social life and innovation. There is no opposition between 
matter and code. Everyday objects are digitalized and interlinked within 
the web of things.

9. Technoscience is more than a source of knowledge and innovation. 
It is the immediate and vital environment which the first generation of 
the 21st century inhabits. The participation in and the appropriation 
of technoscience is essential for Generation M’s self-organised and 
community managed work.

10. Financialisation, algorithmic valuation and the virtualisation of money 
served as the engines for strengthening the trembling economies of the 
Global North in the previous decades. Together with the creative, digital 
and service industries their role is decreasing as the main drivers of the 
economy. Deep social transformation unfolds as all these sectors are 
gradually diffused into micro-manufacturing.

11. Various social movements prepared the ascendance of generation 
M by defending social rights, expanding the commons, creating 
open software/open science/open hardware, by fighting for a real 
democratic, equal and just access to material and symbolic resources 
against racist, sexual, gender and geo-political exclusions.

12. Social movements in the M age make a step further. They will not 
only act politically and institutionally to defend the commons but 
immerse in immediate, real, material practices for commoning life and 
the environment. A new cycle of social antagonism is emerging, one that 
unfolds through molecules, tissues, composite materials, energy flows, 
cross-species love, mundane caring for others we live with.

13. This is ecological transversality—the transfer of substances, 
processes and practices across disparate material registers and 
communities of life. Today, we are stuck in the process of translation. 
As much as translation is necessary it captures only a small part of the 
communication between disparate communities. Rather than through 
translation, communication happens through involuntary infections and 
contingent permutations between organisms or substances that attract 
each other.

14. Making is always located in mundane interactions and encounters 
across divergent ecologies. This is the unintentional gift economy 
of matter and cross-species action. The maker’s worlds always 
contaminate each other laterally. Drifting matter. Stuck in translation, 
we believe in the one universal world of communication and value. 
This is the underlying trope of the anthropocene narrative—the ultimate 
popular story of ecological guilt and redemption—: We terraformed 
EarthTM! We have created this mess! Another world is possible. Another 
world is here: one that challenges the oppressive universalism of the 
maker-ofone- world. Generation M inverts terraformation: neither the 
making of one single ontology nor the making of multiple ontologies, but 
grounded making: the non-anthropocentric making of alter-ontologies.

15. Making::composting. Everyday life as something that can be 
composted, as something that has the capacity in the right conditions 
to change its ontological constitution in ways that avoid erosion, 
toxicity, and acidity. To compost is to sustain an environment that 
allows mixtures of organic residues to decompose and transform into 
new organic compounds for nurturing the soil and growing plants; to 
compost everyday life means to contribute to the emergence of new 
mixtures of social, biotic and inorganic materials that nurture liveable 
worlds.

16. Surveillance and control of the virtual space (think NSA) is 
destructive and oppressing, but a similar type of surveillance on the 
material level would be truly terrifying. The direct surveillance of bodies 
and ecologies on a chemical-molecular level will cause unbelievable 
pain and install totalitarian control. Generation M is, consciously 
or subconsciously, aware of this danger. The hope is in acting 
autonomously to protect our own bodies and the eco-bodies from the 
malignant growth of material policing.

17. Some of the infrastructures of generation M’s autonomy are already 
under construction. Justice engrained into the material constitution of 
our lives. Striving for institutional justice is not enough. Justice needs to 
be fought for on the level of matter and through close alliances between 
engaged groups of animals and plants, committed groups of humans 
and accessible material objects.

18. The hype of human-nonhuman mixtures cannot sustain 
the commitment to material justice. Posthumanism and actor 
networks are not good enough for this. An autonomous political 
posthumanism emerges in the infrastructures of the M era: calculating 
interdependences, knowing and naming one’s allies, building 
communities of justice, that is action groups of committed humans and 
engaged non-human others.

19. Generation M is not a ‘post’ generation. Generation M is in the 
making. Compost. Generation M does not announce something 
definite and new; it is the first generation that makes itself—literally. 
Anything is possible within the situated constraints of our material 
interdependences.

Generation M. Microbiomes:Compost for Gaia.  02 2014 20. 

M FOR MATTER, 

M FORMANUFACTURE, 

M FOR MATERIAL, 

M FOR MAKING, 

M FOR MAKERS, 

M FOR MICROBIOMES. 

21. M 
FOR 

GAIA

7 DIMITRIS 
PAPADOPOULOS
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8 FLUX MANIFESTO
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"It is no longer enough today to lock ourselves in our 
studios and produce culture. We must engage in our orld in 
as many ways as possible. We need to ground our artistic 
production in the realities of our lives and those many 
others around us."

—Realizing The Impossible: Art Against Authority

If graphic design is understood as the expression and re_ection of
a particular set of values, systems and interests, then most artistic 
practice today tends to express the interests of the class that controls 
and pro_ts from society. It is these interests that dominate the standards
of value in design, de_nes its emphasis, and excludes its more
subversive, egalitarian alternatives. As a result, graphic design is the 
tool that communicates, beauti_es and commodi_es the interests of
those in power. Its
communicative strength is overwhelmingly used in an economic/
commercial sense—consciously or unconsciously used to exploit; 
to raise pro_t margins and material wealth for the bene_t of a select
clientele. While graphic design sometimes lends its talents outside of 
the commercial realm in the form of an informative and communicative 
visual language, and in academic, self-authored, or research-based 
practices, the primary role of graphic design is that of the visual 
instrument of the powerful—the seller of sales, the convincer of 
consumers. Its strengths are employed by the corporate body (or state-
sanctioned by capitalist/socialist totalitarian governments) in order to 
reinforce their position of power. And while design academia can wax 
poetic about the virtues of graphic design and its specialised visual 
language (conveniently side-stepping more tangible issues) the design 
industry practitioner, whether one chooses to acknowledge his/her role 
or not, must realise that their labour is nothing more than the harbinger 
of consumerism, used in the service of monolithic capitalism and all of 
its ails. Without the aid of graphic design, those who sustain the ills of 
society have no face, no visual identity, no point of reference, and most 
importantly, no e_ect.

While recognising in the libertarian tradition that no individual designer, 
group, institution or government has the right to de_ne the role in which
graphic design should play,1 it is important to encourage alternative 

design practices in an attempt to counter the exploitative position 
it has consciously stepped into. Analysis of the capacity inherent in 
design practices to alleviate current exploitation, and to aid in more 
alternative modes of social organisation is needed (and has begun in 
limited pockets of the design world).2 Design then, must explore the 
peripheral space outside of advertising totally devoid of any commercial 
use—or more speci_cally, for the movement towards a humane and
libertarian society, that is to say, a more autonomous existence based 
on selfmanagement, mutual aid, solidarity and direct participation and 
control over one’s a_airs. As the potential producer, educator and visual
face of social change, graphic design could weld its creative
future with more pressing concerns than market shares and pro_t
margins.

“One cannot, in the nature of things, expect a little tree that 
has turned into a club to put
forth leaves”
— Martin Buber

It is interesting to ponder the power graphic design holds within the 
current capitalist system. Corporates and their friends in government 
have all tapped into the powerful and almost unrivalled marketing 
resource that is graphic design. Better By Design,3 hand-in-hand 
with business interests, has marched towards a better future for 
consumerism. And no wonder—what other non-physical coercive 
technique can instill a company logo in the mind as early as two years 
old?4 Unchecked, the increasing role of graphic design as advertising’s 
lackey will continue to have irreversible e_ect on our mental, visual and
physical environment.

In 1964, and again in 2002, the concerns of above were brought forward 
in the form of the First Things First Manifesto, signed by designers, 
photographers, artists and visual practitioners interested in steering 
their skills along a more social and worthwhile path. “Unprecedented 
environmental, social and cultural crises demand our attention... 
charitable causes and other informational design projects urgently 
require our exper-tise and help.” Calling for a shift in graphic design’s 
priorities, the signatories of the manifesto recognised the potential 
for their skills to aid more humanitarian causes. The 2002 manifesto, 
as a tentative step in reviving Ken Garland’s original ideas for today’s 
practitioners, and as a step towards visual ‘reform’, is greatly noted. 
However, regardless of how well meaning and sincere the ideas brought 
forward in these documents were, it is necessary to critique their 
statements in more radical terms.

While proposing “a reversal of priorities in favour of more useful, lasting, 
and democratic forms of communication”, the manifesto falls short 
in recognising any kind of tangible, radical change. The First Things 
First Manifesto of 2002 fails to recognise that the ‘uncontested’ and 
‘unchecked’ consumerism they wish to re-direct is so engrained in 
the social relations of capitalism that anything short of the complete 
transformation of those social relations will never e_ect true change.
Proposing the shifting of priorities within the system rather than 

the shifting of the system itself—as history has proven in both state 
socialism and the farce of parliamentary democracy—will do nothing 
more than _le down the rough edges of our chains. The fact that
rampant globalisation and corporate hegemony go hand in hand with 
the current system is the real issue concerned graphic designs could be 
questioning. In fact these systems, “far from being a guarantee for the 
people, on the contrary, creates and safeguards the continued existence 
of a governmental aristocracy against the people.”5

With this in mind, the following text proposes to explore the graphic 
designer’s role (if any) in revolutionary, direct action towards the 
transformation of society, in speci_cally anarchist terms.

“It is said that an anarchist society is impossible. Artistic 
activity is the process of realising the impossible.”
— Max Blechman, Toward an Anarchist Aesthetic.

The basic ideas of Anarchism have been misinformed, misinterpreted, 
and misunderstood throughout its existence. For many people, the 
anti-authoritarian stance of Anarchism coupled with negative press on 
the part of those threatened by it, associates it with chaos and disorder. 
However this is far from the truth.

Anarchist communism (or libertarian communism) is the belief that 
no one has the right to control or exploit another, and that coercive 
authrotiy (as opposed to voluntary association) is the mainstay of 
inequality—socially and economically. Anarchists strive for a social 
system of human beings living, interacting, and relating in a way 
that is the most fair, equal, and free of any kind of exploitation. This 
includes the many forms that oppression takes—economic or political, 
patriarchal or racial, and more.

“A mistaken, or more often, deliberately inaccurate 
interpretation alleges that the libertarian concept means 
the absence of all organisation. This is entirely false: it is 
not a matter of ‘organisation’ or ‘nonorganisation’, but of 
two dierent principles of organisation... of course, say the
anarchists, society must be organised. However, it must be 
established freely, socially, and, above all, from below.”6 

The idea of non-hierarchical forms of organization are central to 
anarchism—only through direct action and self-management will 
we enjoy complete emancipation in our lives and the daily decisions 
that they entail. These ideas are far from utopian, as those who fear 
its potential would lead us to believe, and as the millions of men and 
women throughout history who have subscribed to, and lived out, 
anarchist ideas. They are no more utopian than the thought that far-
removed, parliamentary ‘representatives’ can intimately and e_ectively
answer our many wants and needs as individuals and communities.

9 JARED DAVIDSON
  
This is not a manifesto —  

towards an anarchodesign practice 
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Anarchist communism is not a _xed, self-enclosed social system but
rather a de_nite trend in the historic development of society, which,
in contrast with the intellectual guardianship of all clerical and 
governmental institutions, strives for the free unhindered unfolding of 
all the individual and social forces in life. For anarchists, freedom is 
not an abstract philosophical concept, but a vital concrete possibility 
for every human being to bring to full development all the powers, 
capacities, and talents within them, and turn them to social account. 
The less this natural development of people is in_uenced by religious
or political guardianship, the more e_cient and harmonious human
personality will become, the more it will become the measure of the 
intellectual culture of the society in which it has grown.7

“As anarchists, we have seen our politics denigrated 
by other artists; as artists, we have had our cultural 
production attacked as frivolous by activists.”
—Realising the Impossibe: Art Against Authority

It would be wrong to view this text as some kind of blueprint for 
anarchist design action. This is not a manifesto. Nor is it the justi_cation
for graphic design as a specialist, elitist profession to continue in 
its current form in the ‘aid’ of social change. As the early anarchist 
Proudhon wrote to Marx, “Let us
not make ourselves the leaders of a new intolerance. Let us not pose 
as the apostles of a new religion, even if it be the religion of logic, of 
reason”.8 And while there is a de_nite place for the graphic designer
in an activist role, both in an educational and provocative sense, 
designers must not make the mistake of becoming some kind of 
vanguard group of directors. Whereas Marxism is often justi_ed in both
political and academic _elds in this respect—defending the role of a
necessary vanguard party to lead the ignorant masses to liberation—
anarchism vehemently refutes and rejects this concept.

It is the responsibility of anyone with an understanding of visual 
communication to consider the e_ect their work has on the lives of
others, especially the most marginalised, and the most oppressed. 
Instead, the design practitioner, through the basic act of joining their 
moral principles with their material production, should, and could, 
greatly contribute to the transformation of everyday life— towards 
a more just and humane society. The conscious graphic designer 
could instill in people’s minds a broader sense of possibility, using the 
communicative powers of artistic imagery to empower, encourage and 
enrage. It is important to shift societies’ many urgent concerns from the 
fringes and into the public realm, in a direct and unavoidable manner. 
However, purely negative and angst-ridden critique (while sometimes 
useful) can only go so far—it is the sense of positive possibilities that 
need to be associated with the ideas of revolutionary change. The 
marginality of alternative social relations must be overcome—its ideas 
rendered public, transparent, and shared.

Mainstream media do a rather convincing job of keeping our private 
critical thoughts isolated. It is an important task to illustrate that the 
critical and questioning ideas we may be having individually are, more 
often than not, shared by others, rather than letting them be di_used
and disarmed by those in power through religion, politics, education, 
and popular media (including, of course, graphic design).

Graphic design can publicly and proli_cally become the visual
manifestation of these shared ideas. “Ideally, art can inspire hope, 
encourage critical thinking, capture emotion, and stimulate creativity. 
It can declare another way to think about and participate in living. 
Art can document or challenge history, create a framework for social 
change, and create a vision of a more just world. When art is used in 
activism it provides an appealing and accessible entry point to social 
issues and radical politics”.9

Graphic design can act as one catalyst for further 
involvement in social alternatives, and social struggle.
“Artists speak out against the war for one week but serve 
the capitalists all year.”
—Black Mask #4

However images alone are not enough. It is not just what the work of 
a designer says or does that perpetuates the dominant social relations 
of today, but how that work is made. Design is an overwhelmingly 
individual act. Yet further exploration of collective participation in the 
design process can set the basis for future non-hierarchal, collective 
organisation. Ways of working with others when making work could 
essentially form patterns and guides for the self organization of a 
more libertarian society. Therefore the act of making work could be 
as empowering as the visual message itself, pointing the way towards 
social relations on a more macro level. This exploration has exciting 
and liberating possibilities: “Anarchism is no patent solution for all 
human problems, no utopia of a perfect social order, as it has so often 
been called, since on principle it rejects all absolute schemes and 
concepts. It does not believe in any absolute truth, or in de_nite _nal
goals for human development, but in an unlimited perfectibility of 
social arrangements and human living conditions, which are always 
straining after higher forms of expression_”10 

Allowing anarchist inspired design to collectively explore 
and illustrate those ‘higher forms of expression’ can do 
nothing but broaden the scope and awareness of more just 
social relations between people.

Endnotes

1. In relation to the anarchist concept 
of ‘no gods, no masters’—or, that 

‘the exploitation of man by man and 
the dominion of man over man are 

inseparable, and each is the condition 
of the other’.

2. Design collectives such as Justseeds, 
The Street Art Workers, Drawing 

Resistance, the Beehive Collective, 
Paper Politics, Taring Padi, and the 
Prison Poster Project are just a few 

examples. See Realising the Impossible: 
Art Against Authority by Josh Macphee 

and Erik Reuland (AK Press, 2007).

3. A government initiative aimed at 
helping New Zealand companies 
‘increase their exports and prots

through the better use of design in their 
products and services’. Check it out at 

www.betterbydesign.org.nz.

4. See Fast Food Nation by Eric 
Schlosser (Penguin Books, 2002).

5. Michael Bakunin in Anarchism by 
Daniel Guerin (Monthly Review Press, 

1970).

6. Voline in Anarchism by Daniel Guerin 
(Monthly Review Press, 1970).

7. Paraphrased from Rudolf Rocker’s 
Anarcho-Syndicalism: Theory and 

Practice (AK Press, 2004).

8. From Anarchism by Daniel Guerin 
(Monthly Review Press, 1970).

9. Colin Matthes, Realising the 
Impossible: Art Against Authority by 
Josh Macphee and Erik Reuland (AK 

Press, 2007).

10. Rudolf Rocker, Anarcho-Syndicalism: 
Theory and Practice (AK Press, 2004).
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I used to have a personal brand and online presence, 
and now I don’t.

I now work at Fathom Analytics (please do NOT contact 
support to get in touch with me).

10  PAUL 
JARVIS
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11 DESIGN JUSTICE 
NETWORK 
PRINCIPLES

This is a living document. Last update: summer 2018
SIGNING THE PRINCIPLES
View Signatories
Donate to DJN
GET INVOLVED

Principle 1
We use design to sustain, heal, and empower our 
communities, as well as to seek liberation from 
exploitative and oppressive systems.

Principle 2
We center the voices of those who are directly 
impacted by the outcomes of the design process.

Principle 3
We prioritize design’s impact on the community over 
the intentions of the designer.

Principle 4
We view change as emergent from an accountable, 
accessible, and collaborative process, rather than as a 
point at the end of a process.*

Principle 5
We see the role of the designer as a facilitator rather 
than an expert.

Principle 6
We believe that everyone is an expert based on their 
own lived experience, and that we all have unique and 
brilliant contributions to bring to a design process.

Principle 7
We share design knowledge and tools with our 
communities.

Principle 8
We work towards sustainable, community-led and 
-controlled outcomes.

Principle 9
We work towards non-exploitative solutions that 
reconnect us to the earth and to each other.
Principle 10
Before seeking new design solutions, we look for what 
is already working at the community level. We honor 
and uplift traditional, indigenous, and local knowledge 
and practices.

* This principle was inspired by and adapted from https://
www.alliedmedia.org/about/network-principles.

Design mediates so much of our realities and has 
tremendous impact on our lives, yet very few of us 
participate in design processes. In particular, the people 
who are most adversely affected by design decisions 
— about visual culture, new technologies, the planning 
of our communities, or the structure of our political and 
economic systems — tend to have the least influence on 
those decisions and how they are made.

Design justice rethinks design processes, centers 
people who are normally marginalized by design, and 
uses collaborative, creative practices to address the 
deepest challenges our communities face.
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This manifesto marks the first anniversary of a project, 
Reconstrained Design, launched explicitly to challenge 
the state of design: its narrowing pathways, prevailing 
assumptions, and corporate agendas. Our manifesto 
takes the form of a preamble which outlines the 
history of the manifesto genre and its origins in the 
historical avant-garde of a century ago, followed by a 
list of twelve tenets that  put forward specific design 
challenges, each based on or challenging a thought-
provoking quotation. With this text we aim to pry open 
new discursive and imaginative spaces, to force new 
ideas into the public view, to promote engagement 
with politics, technology and other facets of everyday 
life, and to upset the status quo of design thinking.

How tto wriitte a maniiffestto?? Accordiing tto F.. 
T.. Mariinettttii,, tthe lleader off IIttalliian Futturiism 
and arguablly tthe greattestt ((and mostt prolliic))
maniiffestto wriitter off allll ttiime,, tthe key 
iingrediientts off any maniiffestto are “viiollence 
and preciisiion” Maniiffesttos mustt ttake no 
priisoners,, tthey mustt be bolld and diirectt lliike 
tthe adverttiisementts tthey iimiittatte.. From “The 
Foundiing and Maniiffestto off Futturiism” iin 1909 
tto tthe “Maniiffestto off Futturiistt Cuiisiine” iin 1930,, 
Mariinettttii and hiis comrades wrotte hundreds off 
maniiffesttos across allll subjjectts. The probllem 
wiitth tthe Futturiistts was tthatt,, iiff anytthiing,, tthey 
belliieved ttoo much iin tthe ffutture.. As Mariinettttii 
hiimsellff putt iitt:: “Conttrary tto esttablliished 
practtiice,, we Futturiistts diisregard tthe examplle and 
cauttiiousness off ttradiittiion so tthatt,, att allll costts,, 
we can iinventt sometthiing new,, even tthough iitt may 
be jjudged by allll as madness..”

Thiis siinglle-miindedness iis whatt made tthe 
Futturiistts exciittiing,, butt iin our viiew iitt was allso 
ttheiir greattestt weakness.. They llacked any criittiicall 
diisttance,, tto tthe poiintt tthatt tthey became 
cheerlleaders nott onlly ffor progressiive causes lliike 
Suragiism butt allso ff or Fasciism,, war,, iindusttriiall
wastte,, lliibrary cllosures,, and otther downsiides off 

moderniitty.. Theiir Vorttiiciistt riivalls iin London,, lled 
by Wyndham Lewiis and Ezra Pound,, mocked tthiis 
reverentt attttiittude tto ttechnollogy.. They calllled iitt 
“auttomobiilliism”,, aer tthe lleadiing ttechnollogy off
tthe pre-war era::

“AUTOMOBIILIISM ((Mariinetttteiism)) bores us.. We 
don’’tt wantt tto go aboutt makiing a hullllaballoo 
aboutt mottor cars,, any more tthan aboutt kniives and 
fforks,, ellephantts or gas-piipes.. Ellephantts are VERY 
BIIG.. Mottor cars go quiicklly..” 

Allso wary off ttechnollogy and progress were tthe 
Dadaiistts,, lled by anotther prolliic maniiffestto
wriitter,, Triisttan Tzara.. Operattiing duriing tthe 
carnage off tthe Fiirstt Worlld War,, Dada came outt as 
“deniittelly agaiinstt tthe Futture”,, even calllliing ff or
tthe “abolliittiion off tthe ffutture”.. Tzara broughtt an 
iironiic and sellff-criittiicall gaze tto tthe maniiffestto’’s 
masculliiniistt postturiing,, so tthatt whiille tthe 
1918 maniiffestto begiins wiitth a Mariinettttiian 
deniittiion:: “To putt outt a maniiffestto you mustt
wantt:: ABC tto ffullmiinatte agaiinstt 1,, 2,, 3 tto y
iintto a rage and sharpen your wiings tto conquer and 
diissemiinatte lliittttlle abcs and biig abcs,, tto siign,, 
shoutt,, swear,, tto organiize prose iintto a fform off 
absollutte and iirreffuttablle eviidence”,, iitt proceeds 
tto ttear apartt iitts own pllattfform:: “II wriitte a 
maniiffestto and II wantt notthiing  and iin priinciiplle 
II am agaiinstt maniiffesttos,, as II am allso agaiinstt 
priinciiplles” . The Dadaiistts ffelltt tthatt allll sttronglly-
helld belliieffs were suspectt.. For tthem,, allll tthe olld 
viirttues were blled off meaniing by tthe meaniinglless 
carnage off tthe Fiirstt Worlld War.. We saw tthatt 
somewhere iin tthe miiddlle off tthese ttwo exttremes 
was tthe perffectt maniiffestto:: att once diirectt and 
asserttiive,, criittiicall and sellff-aware,, nott ttakiing 
iittsellff or tthe ffutture ttoo seriiouslly whiille beiing,, 
beneatth iitt allll,, deadlly seriious.. Thatt iis whatt 
our provocattiion aiims ffor:: a maniiffestto tthatt iis 
neiitther ttoo dogmattiic nor ttoo iironiic.. The worlld 
has enough off botth..

12 RECONSTRAINED 
DESIGN
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Manifesto
Challenge #1: Reverse this statement
“We mustt shii Ameriica ff rom a needs,, tto a desiires
culltture,, peoplle mustt be ttraiined tto desiire,, tto wantt 
new tthiings even beffore tthe olld had been enttiirelly
consumed.. We mustt shape a new menttalliitty iin Ameriica.. 
Man’’s desiires mustt overshadow hiis needs..” Paull Mazur 
((Harvard Bussiinessss Reviiew,, 1927))

Challenge #2: Reclaim the means – stop obsessing 
withthe ends
“Modern antthropollogy  opposes tthe uttiilliittariian 
assumpttiion tthatt tthe priimiittiive chantts as he sows seed 
because he belliieves tthatt ottherwiise iitt wiillll nott grow,, 
tthe assumpttiion tthatt hiis economiic goall iis priimary,, 
and hiis otther acttiiviittiies are iinsttrumenttall tto iitt.. The 
pllanttiing and tthe cullttiivattiing are no lless iimporttantt 
tthan tthe niished productt.. Liiffe iis nott conceiived as
a lliinear progressiion diirectted tto,, and jjusttiied by,,
tthe achiievementt off a seriies off goalls;; iitt iis a cyclle iin 
whiich ends cannott be iisollatted,, one whiich cannott be
diissectted iintto a seriies off ends and means..” John Carrollll 

Challenge #3: As things become increasingly 
automated – facilitate action not apathy
“[[W]]hen iitt becomes auttomattiic ((on tthe otther hand)) 
iitts ffuncttiion iis ffulllllled, certtaiinlly,, butt iitt iis allso
hermettiicalllly sealled.. Auttomattiism amountts tto a
cllosiing-o,, tto a sortt off ff uncttiionall sellff-suciiency
whiich exiilles man tto tthe iirresponsiibiilliitty off a mere 
specttattor..” Jean Baudriillllard 

Challenge #4: Bring an end to this vacuous 
celebrity designer BS
“My jjuiicer iis nott meantt tto squeeze llemons;; iitt iis 
meantt tto sttartt conversattiions..” Phiilliippe Sttarcck

Challenge #5: Interrupt legacy thinking and product 
lineages
“Allll iinventtiions and iinnovattiions,, by deniittiion,,
representt an advance iin tthe artt beyond exiisttiing base 
lliines.. Yett,, mostt advances,, parttiicullarlly iin rettrospectt,, 
appear essenttiialllly iincrementtall,, evolluttiionary.. IIff 
natture makes no sudden lleaps,, neiitther iitt woulld appear 
does ttechnollogy..” Robertt Heiillbroner

Challenge #6: Rather than feed the illusion of 
invincibility, work from the reality of uncertainty 
and transience
“Everywhere golld glliimmered iin tthe hallff-lliightt,, 
ttransfformiing tthiis derelliictt casiino iintto a magiicall 
cavern ffrom tthe Arabiian Niightts ttalles.. Butt iitt helld a
deeper meaniing ffor me,, tthe sense tthatt realliitty iittsellff 
was a sttage sett tthatt coulld be diismanttlled att any 
momentt,, and tthatt no matttter how magniicentt
anytthiing appeared,, iitt coulld be sweptt asiide iintto tthe 
debriis off tthe pastt..” J.. G.. Ballllard

Challenge #7: Set aside the easier work of armchair 
critique and take up the more difficult work of 
proposing viable alternatives
“IItt iis ttrue tthatt II can betttter ttellll you whatt we don’’tt 
do tthan whatt we do do..” Wiilllliiam Morriiss 

Challenge #8: Ask yourself (before putting things in 
the world): Am I prepared to play God?
“IItt’’s nott riightt tto pllay God wiitth masses off peoplle.. To 
be God you have tto know whatt you’’re doiing.. And tto do 
any good att allll,, jjustt belliieviing you’’re riightt and your 
mottiives are good iisn’’tt enough..” Urssulla K.. Le Guiin

Challenge #9: Design ecologically
“One merges iintto anotther,, groups melltt iintto ecollogiicall 
groups unttiill tthe ttiime when whatt we know as lliiffe 
meetts and entters whatt we tthiink off as nonlliiffe::
barnaclle and rock,, rock and eartth,, eartth and ttree,, ttree 
and raiin and aiir.. And tthe uniitts nesttlle iintto tthe wholle 
and are iinseparablle ffrom iitt  allll tthiings are one tthiing 
and one tthiing iis allll tthiings – pllanktton,, a shiimmeriing
phosphorescence on tthe sea and tthe spiinniing pllanetts 
and an expandiing uniiverse,, allll bound ttogetther by tthe 
ellasttiic sttriing off ttiime.. IItt iis adviisablle tto llook ffrom 
tthe ttiide pooll tto tthe sttars and tthen back tto tthe ttiide 
pooll agaiin..” John Stteiinbecck 

Challenge #10: Adopt a khadi mentality
“True progress lliies iin tthe diirecttiion off  
decenttralliizattiion,, botth tterriittoriiall and
ffuncttiionall,, iin tthe devellopmentt off tthe spiiriitt off llocall 
and personall iiniittiiattiive,, and off ffree ffederattiion ffrom 
tthe siimplle tto tthe compound,, iin lliieu off tthe
presentt hiierarchy ffrom tthe centtre tto tthe periiphery..” 
Pettr Kropottkiin

Challenge #11: Be patient for the quiet days
“Anotther worlld iis nott onlly possiiblle,, she iis on her way.. 
On a quiiett day,, II can hear her breatthiing..” Arundhattii 
Roy 

Challenge #12: Start building the future you want, 
with or without technology
“Peoplle ask me tto prediictt tthe ffutture,, when allll II wantt 
tto do iis preventt iitt.. Betttter yett,, buiilld iitt.. Prediicttiing 
tthe ffutture iis much ttoo easy,, anyway.. You llook att tthe 
peoplle around you,, tthe sttreett you sttand on,, tthe viisiiblle 
aiir you breatthe,, and prediictt more off tthe same.. To hellll 
wiitth more.. II wantt betttter..” Ray Bradbury
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13 THE 
COPENHAGEN 
LETTER

Copenhagen, 2017

To everyone who shapes technology today

We live in a world where technology is consuming 
society, ethics, and our core existence.

It is time to take responsibility for the world we are 
creating. Time to put humans before business. Time 
to replace the empty rhetoric of “building a better 
world” with a commitment to real action. It is time to 
organize, and to hold each other accountable.

Tech is not above us. It should be governed by all of us, 
by our democratic institutions. It should play by the 
rules of our societies. It should serve our needs, both 
individual and collective, as much as our wants.

Progress is more than innovation. We are builders at 
heart. Let us create a new Renaissance. We will
open and nourish honest public conversation about 
the power of technology. We are ready to serve our 
societies. We will apply the means at our disposal to 
move our societies and their institutions forward.

Let us build from trust. Let us build for true 
transparency. We need digital citizens, not mere 
consumers.

We all depend on transparency to understand 
how technology shapes us, which data we share, 
and who has access to it. Treating each other as 
commodities from which to extract maximum economic 
value is bad, not only for society as a complex, 
interconnected whole but for each and every one of us.

Design open to scrutiny. We must encourage a 
continuous, public, and critical reflection on our
definition of success as it defines how we build and 
design for others. We must seek to design with those 
for whom we are designing. We will not tolerate design 
for addiction, deception, or control. We must design 
tools that we would love our loved ones to use. We must 
question our intent and listen to our hearts.

Let us move from human-centered design to humanity-
centered design.

We are a community that exerts great influence. We must 
protect and nurture the potential to do good with it. We 
must do this with attention to inequality, with humility, and 
with love. In the end, our reward will be to know that we 
have done everything in our power to leave our garden 
patch a little greener than we found it.

We who have signed this letter will hold ourselves and each 
other accountable for putting these ideas into practice. That is 
our commitment.

5879 SIGNATURES
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SIGNATORIES:

The Declaration, signed in the presence UN
agencies, lists over 700 professional associations,
design schools and stakeholders, represented by

these signatories:

Architecture Sans Frontières International
Bureau of European Design Associations
Commonwealth Association of Planners
Confédération Française pour l’Habitat,

l’Urbanisme, l’Aménagement du Territoire
Cumulus International Association of Universities

and Colleges in Art, Design and Media
Design Research Society

Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability
Network

Global Planners Network
International Council of Design

International Federation for Housing and Planning
International Federation of Landscape Architects

INDEX: Design to Improve Life
Interaction Design Association

Service Design Network
International Union of Architects

World Green Building Council
World Urban Parks

World Urban Campaign
Signed in presence of:

UNESCO
UN Environment

UN Habitat
ICOMOS
Privacy

On 24 October 2017, representatives of the international community 
of designers, architects, planners and landscape architects signed 
the Montreal Design Declaration. The Declaration proclaims 
the potential of design to achieve global economic, social, 
environmental and cultural objectives and includes a dramatic call 
to action to professionals, educators and governments as well as a 
list of proposed projects.

The Montreal Design Declaration is a milestone marking the launch 
of a global collaborative effort to utilise the potential of design for 
the benefit of thousands of designers from around the globe. The 
international bodies represent governmental, IGOs, NGOs and 
private and civil sectors of society worldwide.

Thanking the organisers of the World Design Summit for 
having convened this meeting, we have come together:

To express a shared view of the crucial role of design and the 
great responsibilities of designers; and

To afrm the fundamental role of design in creating and 
shaping the world around us, now and in the future.

WE tthe undersigned international representatives 
of professional designers, architects, urban planners, 
landscape architects and other design-related disciplines,

In the presence of international organisations representing 
and relating to public, private and civil sectors of society 
concerned with design and or impacted by design;

Cognisant of the diverse range of contexts, both formal and 
informal, where design has an impact;

Mindful of the immeasurable value of local and traditional 
knowledge for appropriate and innovative design 
solutions;

Sentient of the demand of communities, large or small, 
local or global, for decent living conditions and which 
design can help address;

Recognise the need for strategic leadership on design 
matters at local, regional, national and international levels 
and with this, the need for governance models, political 
agendas and policy to take design into
account;

Recognise the need for sufcient scal and human
resources and capacity;

Acknowledge the intrinsic capacity of design to serve as an 
agent of change and a source of creative transformation;

Acknowledge the fundamental and critical role of design 
to create a world that is environmentally sustainable, 
economically viable, socially equitable, and culturally 
diverse;

And conrm the value of working in a collaborative, holistic 
and integrated way to foster design of common benet.

14 THE MONTREAL 
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VALUE OF DESIGN 

DESIGN IS the application of intent: the process through which we 
create the material, spatial, visual and experiential environments in 
a world made ever more malleable by advances in technology and 
materials, and increasingly vulnerable to the effects of unleashed global 
development.

Design is a driver of innovation and competition, growth and 
development, ef_ciency and prosperity.

Design is an agent for sustainable solutions created for people and 
supporting the planet on which we rely.

Design expresses culture. Designers have a particularly potent role 
in making, protecting, nourishing, enhancing and celebrating cultural 
heritage and diversity in the face of globalisation.

Design adds value to technology. Through consideration of human 
perspective and interface, and by focusing on individual interaction 
_rst, design bridges technology with human needs.

Design facilitates change. Design enables all aspects of society, 
public and private, governmental and non- governmental, civil society 
and individual citizen, to transition through change (i.e. austerity, 
demographic changes, shifts in services) to deliver a better quality of
life for all citizens.

Design introduces intelligence to cities as a foundation for better 
communications, improved environments, enhanced quality of life and 
more prosperous local communities.

Design addresses resiliency and manages risk through
comprehensive research, robust methodology, prototyping and 
consideration of life-cycle consequences.
Design fosters development of SMEs in general and the creative 
industries in particular.

DESIGNERS ARE professionals, who, by education, outlook and 
experience, are capable of developing new, interdisciplinary solutions to 
improve quality of life.

CALL TO ACTION

Recognising that design leadership is a key to the delivery of 
sustainable solutions and implementation of design methodologies that 
contribute to a more sustainable future,

We seek to collaborate with and embrace the language of governments, 
businesses, NGOs and communities throughout the world,

Calling for:

Design Advocacy: more effective communication of the meaning and 
value of design and understanding of the design process.

Development of Design Metrics: collection of data and establishment 
of effective measures to better enable the evaluation of the impact 
of design, thus demonstrating the strategic value of design within 
organisations and businesses and in serving the public good.

Development of Design Policies: to be applied at the local, regional, 
national and international levels.

Development of Design Standards: support of professional design 
communities, the development of design industry infrastructures and 
development of standards, codes, covenants, best practices, legal 
protections and certi_cation programs.

Enhancement of Design Education: support for educational 
institutions, methods and processes speci_c to design education,
design research and lifelong learning and capacity building for 
designers.

Responsive Design: design that is responsive to the degradation of the 
physical, social and cultural environment, and natural ecosystems and 
the threats and risks caused by global change, industrialisation,

rapid urbanisation and unfettered consumption, profoundly affecting 
quality of life and impacting sustainable economic growth.

Responsible Design: recognition, by designers, of the impact resulting 
from their practice, whereby designers must be conscious of their 
enormous capacity to be constructive, as well as destructive, in the 
interventions they make. Designers share in the responsibility of

refocusing from human consumption to the enhancement of human life.

Vigilant Design: in a world increasingly impacted by machine learning 
and arti_cial intelligence, designers must help ensure that the impact of
algorithms and technology are ethical and inclusive of social,

cultural and ethnic diversity.

Recognition of Design: by leaders, decision-makers and in_uencers
across all sectors of society, of the value of design, and need to foster 
and implement design for the greater common good.

We therefore, express our intent:

To work in concert, collectively, in groups and as individual entities, 
and with additional stakeholders, to establish an ongoing, structured 
process of collaboration, as manifested here in this Declaration, 
including future World Design Summit Meetings; 

To collaborate with other efforts with shared objectives: including the 
UN 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, New Urban Agenda, Paris 
Climate Accord and the UNESCO Convention on the Protection and 
Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, and others;

To develop a world design agenda, whereby this Declaration is a _rst
invitation to join in common cause to support design;

To collectively initiate projects fostering and advancing the role, 
responsibility and value of design;

To mandate the Design Summit Meeting Steering Committee, with 
the active collaboration of Summit Meeting participants, to develop the 
mechanisms required to ensure continuation of the process initiated by 
this Declaration, drafted by and for the international design community, 
to achieve the desired outcomes. The proposed mechanisms will be 
submitted to the signers of this Declaration for approval;

To inuence and support decision making, locally and globally, on 
policy and resources;

To give design an effective, united voice;

To inspire designers—too long the servants of producers—to 
better serve humanity as the ambassadors of the end-users: 
the citizens of
the world.

All people deserve to live in a 
well-designed world.

—


